Greetings,

In this Newsletter - June 2022

- Letter From the Editor
- ICRM Quick Poll Results
- Another Aspect of Documentation
- Wanted: ICRM Mentors
- New Members
- Get Involved!

**Letter from the Editor**

Recently a good friend of mine announced he was headed to Ukraine. Well, I’ve known Ray Cunningham for close to 25 years and such an announcement was not a surprise. Ray has traveled to a wide variety of countries in his lifetime. Each time he photographs the country, documenting the places and lives that you don’t normally see in the regular media.

I reached out to Ray and asked if he would write an article for Inside ICRM about his trip to Ukraine as well as other countries. He said “Yes” and this issue contains that article. I hope you will find it and his photographs of interest.

With that in mind do you have a special interest that you would like to share with the rest of us? If so, then please contact me at pakurilecz@gmail.com. Since this is the June issue our quick poll wants to find out what you will be doing this summer. It is an open-ended poll. Responses will be shared in the August issue. Our next issue will also include a new Mentoring column.

Peter Kurilecz FAI CRM CA IGP
Editor, Inside ICRM

**ICRM Quick Poll**

**April Quick Poll Results**
Check out the April Quick Poll Results: [Will you be attending a RIM-focused conference this year?](#)

**June Quick Poll**
What will you be doing this summer? Click [here](#) to complete our quick poll. Results will be shared in our August Issue.

**Feature - Another Aspect of Documentation**

We are excited to share with you *Another Aspect of Documentation* by Ray Cunningham, CRM. The article was written from Kyiv, Ukraine and includes pictures of Ukraine, North Korea, and more. See full article [here](#).

**WANTED: ICRM Mentors**

The ICRM Mentoring Committee facilitates a mentoring program for candidates approved to sit for the CRA/CRM exams. The committee
provides study resources to assist individual mentors as they work with mentees preparing for their tests. Currently, we have 97 mentees and 44 mentors, with new candidates signing up every week and would love to have you join our team.

You can also receive CMP credits for mentoring, which rewards you when you volunteer as a mentor. To learn more about the program check out this link: [ICRM MENTORING PROGRAM](#)

If you have additional questions or would like to volunteer, contact us at mentor@icrm.org.

---

Join Us in Congratulating our Newest ICRM Members!

**New CRAs from April & May 2022**

Anita Vannucci, CRA - Glen Allen, Virginia  
Gina Vergara-Bautista, CRA - Honolulu, Hawaii  
Jonathan Pringle, CRA - Taos, New Mexico  
Kristin Van Tassel, CRA - Duluth, Minnesota  
Lee Woodward, CRA - La Porte, Texas  
Lisa Coombes, CRA - Clayton, North Carolina  
Maggie Elice Turner, CRA - Milwaukee, Wisconsin  
Marcia Spaulding, CRA - San Antonio, Texas

**New CRMs from April & May 2022**

Bradley N Houston, CRM - Milwaukee, Wisconsin  
Jennifer C Greer, CRM - Pflugerville, Texas  
John Collins, CRM - Lincolnshire, Illinois  
Jordan Phoenix, CRM - Kingston, Ontario  
Rachel L Agee, CRM - Houston, Texas

---

Get Involved!

Do you want to get involved in the ICRM or have an article you would like to contribute? Contact our business office at admin@icrm.org!

...And don’t forget to connect with us on [Twitter](#), [Facebook](#), and [LinkedIn](#)!

---

Check out our last few posts online!
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